My name is Gyani Maiya.

I speak kusunda language.

I talk about killing Kaliz (a kind of bird), and making traps.
They cut the tail-hair of the horse.

They trap Kaliz in the trap.

They do like the small chicken of the Kaliz.
They trap the Kaliz in the tail-hair of horse.

They shoot Bharse (a kind of animal) with the bow and arrow.

They hit samtoq (squirrel) with bow and arrow.

It lives in the tree.
People call it.

The Raja calls.

When It comes down they shoot with the bow and arrow.

They kill Gohoro with bow and arrow.

They kill birds.

They kill birds.

(0.02)
They trap the Kaliz.
Kham-Magars of our village eat it.

The red deer.

They shoot red deer with bow and arrow.

They shoot the squirrel.